**Fundraising Nights at Pecado Bueno**

**Examples:**

- Taco Bar Buffet, Pig Roast, Mexican Food Buffet
- Game Nights
- Trivia Nights
- Rock Paper Scissors Tournaments
- Casino Nights
- Auction Nights

**Who we like to support:** Education, Children’s health organizations, local/neighborhood arts projects, and anyone working to improve our community. Just ask!

**Why does Pecado Bueno do this:** Giving back to the community is important for two reasons. First, it is the right thing to do as a member of the community. Second, it is also an important part of our business success. Some businesses buy ads in newspapers or radio, we give to the local community through donations of food to help raise money for endless needs. At the same time, we increase our exposure within the community we care about.

**How they work:** We want to collaborate with groups that can bring 75 to 250 people into the restaurant for a fundraising night. This level of exposure makes it possible for your group to raise significant money while also giving our restaurant great exposure. We encourage smaller groups to talk to us about other opportunities such as food donations.

We typically ask the organization to charge $15 for adults and $10 for kids 12 and under. For parties over 75 people, we donate 100% of the buffet food sales to the organization. This incentivizes charities to bring in more people and maximizes funds raised. For parties of 50 to 75, we take $5 from each ticket sold. For parties of 25 to 50 people, we take $10 for each ticket. Pecado Bueno also sells alcoholic drinks during the event.

We recommend that you supplement the buffet with some additional entertainment, such as a band. If there are kids, we recommend face painters and/or a balloon artist. We also encourage the groups to do a raffle at the same time during the event. We also love new and different ideas, keeping in mind that the goal from our side is to help introduce new customers to our restaurant.

**We also ask that the groups we work with give us a certificate of appreciation. We display the certificate in our stores to let our customers know we are responsible members of the community. Any social media help, such as a simple Facebook posting, is also appreciated.**

We are proud to say that we have given over $600,000 to the community and will continue to contribute as our business grows. We want to continue doing more and hope your organization is our next partner in making our community better, one night at a time.